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ABSTRACT
Blood flow within the vasculature of the retina has been found to influence the progression of
diabetic retinopathy. In this research cell resolved blood flow simulations are used to study the
pulsatile flow of whole blood through a segmented retinal microaneurysm. Images were col-
lected using adaptive optics optical coherence tomography of the retina of a patient with dia-
betic retinopathy, and a sidewall (sacciform) microaneurysm was segmented from the
volumetric data. The original microaneurysm neck width was varied to produce two additional
aneurysm geometries in order to probe the influence of neck width on the transport of red
blood cells and platelets into the aneurysm. Red blood cell membrane stiffness was also
increased to resolve the impact of rigid red blood cells, as a result of diabetes, in blood flow.
Wall shear stress and wall shear stress gradients were calculated throughout the aneurysm
domains, and the quantification of the influence of the red blood cells is presented. Average
wall shear stress and wall shear stress gradients increased due to the increase of red blood cell
membrane stiffness. Stiffened red blood cells were also found to induce higher local wall shear
stress and wall shear stress gradients as they passed through the leading and draining parental
vessels. Stiffened red blood cells were found to penetrate the aneurysm sac more than healthy
red blood cells, as well as decreasing the margination of platelets to the vessel walls of the par-
ental vessel, which caused a decrease in platelet penetration into the aneurysm sac.
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1. Introduction

Diabetes is characterized by high blood sugar levels or
hyperglycemia due to insulin resistance or deficiency
in the body (Care et al. 2006). Diabetic retinopathy
(DR) is diabetes-induced damage to the retina, pos-
sibly linked through hyperglycemia (Tarr et al. 2010;
Ahsan 2015). It is a common cause of blindness in
adults: DR was estimated to be prevalent at 3.4% in
the USA (2004), with 0.75% of the general public hav-
ing vision-threatening DR (Kempen et al. 2004). The
International Diabetes Federation estimated world-
wide diabetes prevalence at 8.8% in 2015 and predicts
10.4% in 2040 (Ogurtsova et al. 2017).

Diabetic retinopathy is generally classified into two
stages of development, earlier non-proliferative DR

(NPDR), which is characterized by increased vascular
permeability, microaneurysm (MA) formation, and ret-
inal hemorrhages (Wilkinson et al. 2003), and an
advanced stage, proliferative DR (PDR), where eyes
exhibit the growth of new blood vessels (neovasculari-
zation) and may develop vitreous or preretinal hemor-
rhaging (Wilkinson et al. 2003), which causes macular
edema and retinal thickening (Engerman 1996; Ciulla
et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2004; Fong et al. 2007).
Retinal MAs are considered a hallmark of DR (Dubow
et al. 2014), and are one of the early indicators noted in
presymptomatic DR screening (Faust et al. 2012).

Hemodynamic changes have been found to influ-
ence the progression of proliferative DR (Klein and
Klein 2002; Hennis et al. 2003; Tarr et al. 2010).
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Specifically, elevated levels of vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) have been connected with dia-
betic retinopathy (Adamis et al. 1994; Caldwell et al.
2003) by inducing vessel permeability (Mathews et al.
1997) and the formation of new blood vessels (Aiello
et al. 1995b; Hoeben et al. 2004). The pathophysiology
of DR includes the thickening of the vascular base-
ment membrane (Roy et al. 2010) which affects oxy-
gen transport to the retina and leads to secondary
VEGF production, which has been found to be
induced in response to tissue hypoperfusion (hypoxia/
ischemia) (Aiello et al. 1994, 1995a; Gupta et al.
2013). Expression of VEGF by the endothelial cells
has also been found to be stimulated by hemo-
dynamic shear stresses on the vessel wall (Ballermann
et al. 1998; Shay-Salit et al. 2002; Dela Paz et al.
2012), especially the increase of wall shear stress
(WSS) has been identified to cause endothelial dys-
function (Kohner 1993). Studying the influence of
whole blood flow on WSS patterns in the retinal
micro-vascualature may help the understanding of the
increased amounts of VEGF in diabetic retinopathy.

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) studies focusing
on aneurysms, particularly cerebral aneurysms (CA), is
a well established field (Sforza et al. 2009). Such studies
have uncovered novel metrics for identifying high-risk
CAs (Sforza et al. 2012) such as size (Bhogal et al. 2018),
as well as the ratio of aneurysm height to neck-diameter
in sacciform type aneurysms (Ujiie et al. 2001; Meng
et al. 2014). However, CFD applied to retinal microa-
neurysms is still developing in comparison. Studies have
been applying CFD to the vascular network in the dia-
betic eye (Lu et al. 2016), with recent work proposing
morphology and CFD estimation of perfusion parame-
ters to be useful indicators for determining the likeli-
hood of clot presence in individual diabetic MAs
(Bernabeu et al. 2018; Sampani et al. 2018). Other work
has associated the MA-to-vessel radius ratio as a poten-
tial marker for assessing risk of MA leakage (Ezra
et al. 2013).

To the best of our knowledge, all numerical studies
performed in MAs have assumed blood to be a continu-
ous fluid (Ezra et al. 2013; Lu et al. 2016; Bernabeu et al.
2018), likely due to the complexity and computational
cost of using cell-based blood flow models. There have
been cell-resolved blood flow simulations conducted in
2D, with comparatively lower computational overhead,
in aneurysm-like geometries (Mountrakis et al. 2013;
Czaja et al. 2018), but never in patient specific aneur-
ysms. Some recent three dimensional cell resolved
numerical work was carried estimating the wall shear
stress and gradients in wall shear stress patterns in

micro-vascular vessel networks (Balogh and Bagchi
2019), and should serve as precedence for this study.
MAs present an incredibly interesting environment to
employ cell-resolved blood flow models, as these are the
scales at which the non-Newtonian behavior of whole
blood is most evident (Pries et al. 1994; Bagchi 2007),
primarily the Fåhraeus–Lindqvist effect (Fåhraeus and
Lindqvist 1931). Continuum flow simulations have also
been found incapable to accurately represent shear rates,
shear stresses, and therefore WSS (Rooij et al. 2019).
Furthermore, contemporary imaging technologies such
as intravenous fluorescein angiography and optical
coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) exhibit
differences when visualizing MAs. OCTA for example,
captures cellular movement within the vessels, and
therefore might not exhibit a signal in the absence of cel-
lular flow within the aneurysms. We believe that cell
resolved simulations can help understand this differen-
tial between imaging techniques while probing the cellu-
lar flow environment in suchMAs.

In this study, we present 3D cell-resolved blood flow
simulations in a sacciform retinal microaneurysm
geometry. The geometry was segmented from Adaptive
Optics Optical Coherence Tomography (AO-OCT)
images of the retina of a patient with DR. To our know-
ledge, this is the first study to simulate cell-resolved
blood flow in an MA geometry. Additionally pulsatile
flow was considered for the computing of wall shear
stress, wall shear stress gradients, and cell transporta-
tion presented in this study. First we present the seg-
mentation of the MA geometry, and a modification of
the original geometry to produce two additional geo-
metries to probe cell perfusion due to changes in aneur-
ysm neck width. We present the computed WSS
patterns in the microaneurysm, highlighting the influ-
ence of red blood cells (RBCs), and the influence of
RBC rigidity. The transport and the sensitivity of the
penetration depth of red blood cell and platelets into
the aneurysmal sac are also presented.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. AO-OCT image acquisition

Adaptive Optics combined with Optical Coherence
Tomography (AO-OCT) is a tomographical (i.e. slice-
by-slice) imaging technique which directs a low-
coherence light beam into, in this case, the retina of
the eye, measuring all light (and interference) that
scatters back from a specific depth. Images were
obtained using the swept source prototype OCT sys-
tem of Ju et al. (2017), with a center wavelength of
1.06 mm and a 200 kHz sweep rate (Axsun Technology
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Inc.). The axial resolution defined by the �6 dB width
was measured to be 8.5 mm in air (corresponding to a
resolution of 6.2 mm in tissue (n¼ 1.38)), and the
transverse resolution with a 5.18mm beam diameter
incident on the cornea was estimated to be 3.6 mm
assuming a 22.2mm focal length of the eye and
refractive index of 1.33 for water at 1.06 mm (Heisler
et al. 2018). The retina was sampled in a 400� 400
grid of A-scans (i.e. depth-wise scans), which were
combined to produce the volumetric data set. Each B-
scan location was imaged four times in order to pro-
duce the angiographic image by calculating the OCT
signal variance across each set of repeated scans
within the volume. A spatial resolution of �3 mm was
achieved (Ju et al. 2017) with a 450� 450 mm field of
view. Figure 1 displays a sub-region of the AO-OCT

data, focusing on the microaneurysm used in this
study. OCTA data was also provided as a reference in
the segmentation of the AO-OCT data. Videos com-
paring the two data sets side-by-side are presented
the supplementary material.

2.2. Model segmentation

MAs are categorized into six morphologies; saccular/
sacciform, focal bulge, fusiform, mixed, irregular, and
pedunculated (Moore et al. 1999; Lombardo et al.
2013; Dubow et al. 2014), with saccular/sacciform
being the most common (Dubow et al. 2014).
Consistent with literature, we define Aspect Ratio as
the ratio of the height of the sac h (entrance to bot-
tom) to the perpendicular aneurysm neck diameter

Figure 1. AO-OCT images of a sidewall sacciform retinal microaneurysm at different depths. The five panels of the first two col-
umns, starting from the top left and progressing to the bottom left, show the microaneurysm per depth. The bottom middle
panel shows the final stacked image, highlighting the overall 2D side view of the MA. The MA used for this study was only the
smaller, right, lobe of the MA. The segmented smoothed MA geometry is overlaid onto the final raw AO-OCT image in the right
column, which is outlined in red.
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nd, AR ¼ h=nd: The final segmented MA geometry
from the AO-OCT data is a sidewall sacciform aneur-
ysm with an AR of approximately 2.8. Multiple depth
slices are shown in Figure 1, with a final stacked
image in the bottom right panel. Smaller aneurysms
in the images were close in size to the image voxel
size, proving difficult to distinguish vessel contours
and limiting segmentation. Therefore, the microa-
neurysm that was chosen for segmentation was com-
paratively larger than the others in the image. The
authors estimate that the MA considered in this study
is in the upper 10% of MAs based on size (Dubow
et al. 2014; Karst et al. 2018; Lammer et al. 2018).
The identified microaneurysm exhibited an irregular
multi-lobed shape as no parental vessel pairs could be
distinctly resolved to determine two separate aneur-
ysms. In order to study the blood flow in a common
sidewall aneurysm morphology, only the smaller lobe
of the seemingly irregular aneurysm, shown in Figure
1 was segmented. The final segmented aneurysm
geometry, Figure 2(B) is a representative common
type sacciform aneurysm.

A median filter with window size 3 (i.e. a 3� 3� 3
Moore neighborhood) was applied to the volumetric
AO-OCT data to reduce noise. Segmentation was car-
ried out with ITK-SNAP using the marching cubes
algorithm. The feeding and draining vessels were
assumed to be approximately radially symmetric and
smooth, with small irregularities due to image noise.
The resulting segmented geometry was further
smoothed via Laplacian smoothing in MeshLab, and
is presented in the right panel of Figure 2. The final
resulting vessel mesh consists of approximately 67,000
vertices, which corresponds to a resolution of
approximately one tenth of a micron or below per tri-
angular surface element.

The neck diameter nd of this model was modified
to produce two additional geometries with ARs of
approximately 1.7 and 3.7. It should be noted that the
nomenclature of AR in this study is used as a matter
of labelling to stay consistent with previous studies
(de Sousa et al. 2016). Changes made to the sac size
would produce markedly different aneurysm geome-
tries as well as flow conditions while still be reported
by the same AR. Varying the neck width in this study
was carried out to probe cell perfusion in the aneur-
ysm domains. The original geometry neck width was
modified to create the smaller and larger aneurysm
necks respectively while the parental vessel diameters
were kept the same. However the leading vessel of the
AR 1.7 geometry was widened in order to alleviate a
non-physical step like vessel increase from feeding
vessel to aneurysm sac. The different geometries are
referred by their aspect ratio AR 1.7, AR 2.8 (original)
and AR 3.7. All relevant dimensions of the microa-
neurysms are listed in Table 1. The average diameters
of the feeding vessel and draining vessel were esti-
mated by averaging over four different diameter
measurements.

2.3. Hemocell and computational resources

Cell resolved blood flow simulations have made sig-
nificant progress in recent years. These numerical
models are generally built upon continuous CFD solv-
ers with a mechanical model describing the mem-
brane properties of a RBC. Methods vary from
particle based methods fluid solvers (Noguchi and
Gompper 2005; McWhirter et al. 2009; Fedosov et al.
2010), to mesoscale lattice based methods
(Melchionna et al. 2010; Kotsalos et al. 2019). The
numerical blood flow simulations are carried out, in

Figure 2. Driving force and Boundary conditions. (A) The time-dependent velocity in the pulsatile simulations matches erythrocyte
velocity measurements averaged over multiple retinal capillaries and cardiac cycles (Gu et al. 2018). The heat map depicts pre-
inlet plasma velocity over an averaged cross-section. Note that the cross-section is not fully circular. (B) Inflow boundary condi-
tions in the aneurysm geometry are copied from a periodic pre-inlet domain to the flow domain. RBCs and platelets are depicted
in red and white respectively.
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this study, with the open-source cell resolved blood
flow solver HemoCell. HemoCell is a high-perform-
ance framework for dense cellular suspension flows
which models the plasma with the Lattice Boltzmann
method and the mechanical model for the suspended
RBCs are modeled with a discrete element model
which are connected to the plasma via the immersed
boundary method (Z�avodszky et al. 2017, 2019; Rooij
et al. 2019; Czaja et al. 2020). The finite element force
model for the RBC membrane is a superposition of
four discrete forces acting on a single triangle element
of the cellular membrane. The link force (Flink) mod-
els the stretching and compression of the underlying
spectrin-network, the bending force (Fbend) models
the bending response of the membrane arising from
the non-zero thickness of the spectrin-network, the
area force ðFareaÞ models the combined surface
response of the supporting spectrin-network and the
lipid bilayer of the membrane to stretching and com-
pression, and the volume force ðFvolumeÞ maintains the
quasi-incomprehensibility of the cell. The model add-
itionally incorporates a 5:1 viscosity contrast between
cytosol and blood plasma (De Haan et al. 2018). The
surface Young modulus of the RBC model was com-
puted to be Es ¼ 27:82 mN/m (Z�avodszky et al. 2017)
which is inside the expected range of 25–50 mN/m
(Maciaszek and Lykotrafitis 2011). Additionally the
compression modulus was computed to be
K¼ 21.88mN/m, which is agreement with the range
found in a cellular micro-rheology study (Park et al.
2011). The bending modulus was computed to be 80
kBT which is in agreement with the order or magni-
tude of 50 kbT proposed by micropipet aspiration tests
(Evans 1983). The RBCs have a diameter of �8 mm
with a volume of 97.6 mm which is in the range of
80–100 mm3 (Maner and Moosavi 2019). Platelets
which are much smaller than RBCS, typically 1–2 mm
in diameter, are modelled as rigid discoids and are
governed by the same finite element model as the
RBCs but with each force scaled up by a factor of 10.
This produces at least an order of magnitude stronger
platelet membrane responses for small deformations

than the response of RBCs, which is inline with
recent observations (Haga et al. 1998). The kinematic
viscosity of the suspending blood plasma was set to
g ¼ 1:1e�6 m2/s.

The HemoCell model has been validated to repro-
duce the hallmark individual RBC mechanics, as well
as the non-Newtonian bulk flow properties
(Z�avodszky et al. 2017). It has been further developed
to model the stiffening of RBCs due to oxidative
stress (Czaja et al. 2020; de Vries et al. 2020), and has
recently been applied to study platelet margination
(Z�avodszky et al. 2019) and aggregation (Rooij et al.
2019). The full details and validation of the HemoCell
blood flow solver is out of the scope of this present
research, and the authors invite the reader to www.
hemocell.eu for complete model publications and
code support.

The blood flow simulations (15 in total) were exe-
cuted on the Cartesius and Lisa clusters at SURF-sara
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Each simulation was
distributed over 45 compute cores, and each simula-
tion took approximately fifteen days walltime to
achieve a simulated physical second. The spatial scale
of the lattice was set to dx ¼ 0:5e�6 m with a time-
step of dt ¼ 1e�7 s.

2.4. Boundary conditions

Given the anti-symmetric nature of the MA, cells can
become trapped, leading to a nonphysical depletion of
cells in the parental vessel when using periodic
boundary conditions. Also the size and shape of the
inlet and outlet may differ, making it unfeasible to
join the outlet and inlet in periodic boundary condi-
tions. For this reason the inflow and outflow bound-
ary conditions of (Azizi Tarksalooyeh et al. 2018) are
employed and extended to 3D in this study. Inflow is
regulated with the use of a periodic pre-inlet domain
that is (one-way) coupled to the aneurysm domain
providing velocity as inlet boundary condition. Due
to the periodicity of the pre-inlet, the upstream flow
profile has sufficiently equilibrated when it is intro-
duced to the flow domain. The outflow boundary in
the aneurysm geometry is kept at a constant pressure,
which induces a pressure difference that is built up
over the flow domain. To ensure no transient flow is
introduced into the aneurysm domain by the inlet
and outlet, the inlet and outlet is placed sufficiently
far enough away to not affect the flow domain. Due
to the low Reynolds numbers present on the micro-
capillary scale (Re< 0.5 (Hoskins and Hardman
2017)), a relatively short distance is required to

Table 1. Dimensions of microaneurysm geometries.
Diameter

Max. Avg. Min.

Feeding vessel 21mm 15mm 9 mm
Draining vessel 21mm 16mm 9 mm
AR 1.7 neck 71mm 57mm 30 mm
AR 2.8 neck 44mm 36mm 21 mm
AR 3.7 neck 33mm 27mm 16 mm
Parental vessel length 204 mm
Parental vessel volume 33 � 103 mm3

Aneurysm dome height 99mm
Aneurysm volume 222 � 103 mm3
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develop an equilibrium flow profile. Following the
relationship Le ¼ 0:035D � Re (Bird et al. 2007) which
relates the length Le that a prescribed velocity profile
at an inlet will recover to its theoretical flow profile
given the vessel diameter D and Reynolds number Re.
The inflow region and outflow region were placed
approximately 24 and 18 mm away from the entrance
of the aneurysm sac respectively. Additionally the
length Lc of a vessel required for the full development
of cell-free layer has been identified to be Lc � 25D
for radially symmetric vessel sizes under steady state
flowing conditions to be in the range of 10 � D �
100 mm (Katanov et al. 2015). This suggests that cells
in the pre-inlet will need to travel approximate max-
imum length of 375 mm, which corresponds to about
1.5 laps in the pre-inlet. We anticipate that this will
have a negligible start up effect in the scope of the
full simulation. The final segmented model is depicted
in Figure 2(B), including boundary conditions.

RBCs and platelets are initialized in the pre-inlet
an approximate tube hematocrit of 3.7% and a plate-
let-to-RBC-ratio of 1/10. It is documented that the
actual hematocrit in the microcirculation is much less
than the systemic hematocrit, which has been meas-
ured to be 8–10% on average in the microciculation
when the systemic hematocrit is reported at 35–40%
(Johnson 1971; Lipowsky et al. 1978; Klitzman and
Duling 1979). Additionally the hematocrit in the
microcirculation can vary 6–10% between micro ves-
sels (Lipowsky et al. 1978). Initializing hematocrits up
to and above 10% in such small vessels without intro-
ducing un-physical spatial structure of cells is far
from trivial. The force-bias model (Bargieł and
Mo�sci�nski 1991) of enclosing ellipsoids was applied to
initialize a random hematocrit distribution that
insured numerical stability for the entire run time of
the simulations. We believe that the cell initializations
in this study are lower than the expected physiological
hematocrit but represents the current state of the art
of such cell resolved blood flow models applied over
such long timescales.

2.5. Initial conditions

2.5.1. Steady and pulsatile flow
The velocity of the feeding vessel was matched to
velocities of human retinal capillaries, of similar sizes,
measured via rapid high resolution imaging with a
dual-channel scanning technique (de Castro et al.
2016). This was achieved by driving the simulation
via a body force applied to the pre-inlet domain,
which resulted in a mean velocity of 1.69mm/s across

the pre-inlet, with a maximum velocity of 3.52mm/s in
the center of the vessel. It should be noted that due to
the patient-specific geometry, which is not radially sym-
metric, this resulted in an offset from the theoretical
Hagen–Poiseuille profile. Figure 2(A) depicts a velocity
heat map of the blood plasma, for the averaged cross-
section of the pre-inlet, which reached equilibrium
within 0.001 second of simulation startup.

For pulsatile simulations we match the waveform of
the time-dependent driving force to erythrocyte velocity
measurements averaged over multiple retinal capillaries
and cardiac cycles (Gu et al. 2018), as depicted in
Figure 2(A). The associated Reynolds numbers range
between 0.022 and 0.092. We modified the waveform
such that it starts and ends with the same velocity value,
wrapping around periodically to the same value at the
beginning and end of the waveform.

2.5.2. Stiffened red blood cells
It is known that due to the increased reactive oxygen
species present in diabetes, red blood cells undergo
oxidative stress (Giugliano et al. 1996), resulting in
reduced RBC deformability (Garnier et al. 1990;
Tsukada et al. 2001; Shin et al. 2007; Agrawal et al.
2016). Oxidative stress primarily impacts the cytoskel-
etal network of the RBC (Caprari et al. 1995), which
we numerically model with a network of links follow-
ing a worm-like-chain potential (Z�avodszky et al.
2017). A stiffened HemoCell RBC model has recently
been developed to model the stiffened an RBC mem-
brane undergoes during oxidative stress (Czaja et al.
2020; de Vries et al. 2020). Specifically this is achieved
by increasing the link force coefficient to a value of
Flink ¼ 140 kBT, which results in an increased surface

elastic modulus of 378.32 lN
m compared to the healthy

RBC modulus of 27.82 lN
m (Z�avodszky et al. 2017).

This increase in cell stiffness falls within the range
previously found for a diabetes induced stiffened
RBCs (Chang et al. 2017).

3. Results

3.1. Wall shear stress

The benefit of using Lattice Boltzmann as the under-
lying fluid solver is that the viscous stress tensor can
be easily recovered from the lattice

rx, y, z ¼ � 1� dt
2s

� �
Pð1Þ

x, y, z (1)

where dt is the timestep, s is the relaxation time, and

Pð1Þ
x, y, z is the perturbation momentum calculated
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following (Timm et al. 2016). Wall shear stress is
then the force per unit area exerted on the vessel wall
in the direction that is tangent to the local vessel wall
normal (Kr€uger et al. 2009; Stahl et al. 2010).

s ¼ r � n (2)

In practice WSS is the normal component of the
viscous stress vector at the wall which is obtained by
calculating the dot product of the stress tensor from
the lattice Boltzmann fluid field with the surface nor-
mal vector of the vessel mesh using the visualization
application ParaView version 3.10, Kitware. The
orientation of the normals of the MA vessel wall is
computed from the final segmented geometry, shown
in the right panel of Figure 2. The wall shear stress
gradient (WSSG) is computed by taking the spatial
gradient of the WSS vector. In practice this is calcu-
lated by taking the local gradient of WSS at each tri-
angle face of the vessel mesh. The local gradient at

each triangle face is the average of the spatial gradients
of its component vertices in order to mitigate disconti-
nuities in the mesh. Only the magnitude of WSS and
WSSG is reported in this study. Both WSS and WSSG
were computed in three specific locations throughout
the micro vessel; the feeding vessel, the aneurysm sac,
and the draining vessel. The resulting WSS and WSSG
patterns in the original (AR 2.8) geometry over a single
pulse are shown in Figure 3. The second row shows the
major streamlines with the suspended red blood cells,
the third row shows the magnitude of the WSS. The
spatial mean and standard deviation of WSS and WSSG
in each location for each geometry over the course of a
heart beat are reported in Tables 2 and 3.

Pulsatile flow induced a change in WSS of approxi-
mately 3 Pa over the course of a heart beat. In the
case of the original (AR 2.8) geometry WSS in the
feeding vessel is observed to increase from 0.9 ± 0.5 Pa
at pulse minimum to 3.9 ± 2.2 Pa at pulse maximum.

Figure 3. Characteristic flow velocity, WSS, and WSS gradients in the original AR 2.8 geometry during a full heartbeat. Parental
vessel characteristic velocity (first row), velocity streamlines (second row), WSS (third row), WSSG magnitude (fourth row).
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The standard deviation highlights the spatial distribu-
tion of WSS values over the feeding vessel. Pulsatile
WSS and WSSG in the other geometries are reported
in Tables 2 and 3. Spatial mean WSS and WSSG in
the feeding vessel, draining vessel, and aneurysm sac
are shown over a full pulse in the top two panels of
Figure 4. The spatial mean in each location is shown
as a line, and the 95% confidence interval of the
mean is shown as a shaded region around the mean.

The influence of geometry on WSS was also con-
sidered and is reported via the spatial-temporal mean
of WSS. WSS in the original geometry, AR 2.8, was
observed to be approximately four orders of magni-
tude greater in the feeding (2.2 Pa) and draining ves-
sels (1.3 Pa) as compared to the aneurysmal sac
(6:3 � 10�4 Pa). This drop in WSS from the parental
vessel to the aneurysm sac is consistent with a previ-
ous CFD estimations (Bernabeu et al. 2018). The feed-
ing vessel which is slightly narrower, exhibited higher
WSS values compare to the slightly wider draining
vessel. The change in WSS with change in vessel
diameter is also consistent with previous cell resolved
simulation predictions in vessels with similar diame-
ters (Balogh and Bagchi 2019).

In order to probe the effect neck width on cell
transportation the aneurysm neck was enlarged and
reduced to produce two additional geometries (AR

1.7 and AR 3.7). The diameter of the feeding vessel in
large neck (AR 1.7) case was additionally modified in
order alleviate an unrealistic ‘step-like’ transition from
parental vessel to sac. The feeding vessel of AR 1.7,
therefore exhibited the lowest spatial-temporal mean
WSS values (0.19Pa), with AR 2.8 exhibited an increase
(2.22Pa), and AR 3.8 exhibited the highest WSS values
(2.33Pa). The increase in WSS in the parental vessels of
AR 3.7 is attributed to a smaller aneurysm neck width
rather than a change in diameter of the parental vessels.
As neck width decreased flow inside the aneurysm sac
decreased, which resulted in a decrease in WSS in the
aneurysm sac as neck width increased. The effects of
neck width and vessel diameter are reported here in
terms of spatial-temporal mean of WSS in order to
highlight geometric effects. Geometric effects on WSS
are present over the entire heart beat and show most
differences during pulse maximum, which is highlighted
in the top left panel of Figure 4.

WSS in the aneurysm sac, however, exhibits a
decrease in WSS as neck width decreases. This is a
direct result from larger amounts of fluid flow present
inside the aneurysmal sac with larger aneurysm neck
widths. The computed spatial-temporal mean WSS is
2:2� 10�3 Pa in the AR 1.7 geometry and decrease to
6:3� 10�4 Pa in the AR 2.8, and to 4:5� 10�4 Pa in
the AR 3.7 geometry. The plasma velocity streamlines,
computed using a Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg integration,
show that the major streamlines of the parental vessel
do not significantly penetrate the aneurysmal sac.
Streamlines penetrate the aneurysm sac less as neck
width decreases. WSS patterns follow this trend. The
streamlines and resulting WSS patterns over multiple
neck widths are shown in a supplementary figure.

Additionally, plasma-only simulations were carried
out in each of the geometries to highlight the differ-
ence between computing WSS with a continuous
method and a cell based method. The pre-inlet of
each of the non-pulsatile plasma-only simulations
were matched to the temporal mean characteristic

Table 2. Wall shear stress in MA during a heart beat.
Geometry Pulse max Pulse min Pulse mean Plasma-only mean

WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa)

Feeding vessel
AR 1.7 0.3 ± 0.3 0.08 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.17 0.3 ± 0.4
AR 2.8 3.9 ± 2.2 0.9 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 1.7 1.3 ± 1.8
AR 3.7 4.1 ± 2.6 1.0 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 1.7 1.3 ± 1.8
Draining vessel
AR 1.7 1.7 ± 1.2 0.4 ± 0.3 1.04 ± 0.83 0.2 ± 0.3
AR 2.8 2.3 ± 1.5 0.5 ± 0.4 1.33 ± 1.1 0.3 ± 0.4
AR 3.7 2.7 ± 1.8 0.7 ± 0.4 1.61 ± 1.3 0.2 ± 0.4
Aneurysm sac
AR 1.7 ð3:566:6Þ � 10�3 ð1:062:0Þ � 10�3 ð2:263:7Þ � 10�3 ð3:664:0Þ � 10�3

AR 2.8 ð1:161:1Þ � 10�3 ð3:365:0Þ � 10�4 ð6:368:0Þ � 10�4 ð9:665:0Þ � 10�4

AR 3.7 ð5:363:7Þ � 10�4 ð1:161:0Þ � 10�4 ð4:565:3Þ � 10�4 ð1:665:0Þ � 10�4

Table 3. Wall shear stress gradient in MA during a
heart beat.
Geometry Pulse max Pulse min Pulse mean

WSSG (Pa/mm) WSSG (Pa/mm) WSSG (Pa/mm)

Feeding vessel
AR 1.7 0.09 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.07
AR 2.8 0.83 ± 0.64 0.20 ± 0.15 0.48 ± 0.44
AR 3.7 0.86 ± 0.63 0.21 ± 0.15 0.49 ± 0.44
Draining vessel
AR 1.7 0.35 ± 0.33 0.08 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.23
AR 2.8 0.47 ± 0.34 0.11 ± 0.08 0.28 ± 0.25
AR 3.7 0.62 ± 0.51 0.15 ± 0.13 0.38 ± 0.38
Aneurysm sac
AR 1.7 ð5:1610:0Þ � 10�4 ð1:562:7Þ � 10�4 ð3:166:6Þ � 10�4

AR 2.8 ð1:462:4Þ � 10�4 ð4:168:8Þ � 10�5 ð8:1615:7Þ � 10�5

AR 3.7 ð5:565:1Þ � 10�5 ð1:462:9Þ � 10�5 ð5:368:8Þ � 10�5
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velocities of the cell based simulations. The computed
WSS in each geometry is reported in Table 2. The
WSS in the original AR 2.8 was computed to be
1.3 ± 1.8 Pa in the feeding vessel, 0.3 ± 0.4 Pa in the
draining vessel, and ð9:665:0Þ � 10�4 Pa in the
aneurysm sac. The computed WSS is markedly lower

in the plasma-only cases as compared to the cell
resolved (temporal mean) cases. This decrease of
computed WSS when using plasma-only simulations
is in agreement with the simulations in the microvas-
culature network models of (Balogh and Bagchi
2019). It should be noted that a direct comparison

Figure 4. (Top row) Mean WSS and WSSG in feeding vessel, draining vessel, and the aneurysmal sac for all three neck widths.
Shaded region around each line highlight the 95% confidence interval of the mean. (Middle row) Distribution of the RBC induced
WSS and WSSG spatial-temporal mean in feeding and draining vessels in the AR 2.8 geometry. (Bottom row) Distribution of the
spatial-temporal mean of the maximum RBC induced WSS and WSSG signals per cell passing event in feeding and draining ves-
sels in the AR 2.8 geometry. The width of the boxes shows the quartiles of the WSS and WSSG values, while the whiskers extend
to include 99% of the computed WSS and WSSG values. RBC induced WSS and WSSG in the aneurysmal sac is not reported due
to the lack of cells coming in contact with aneurysmal wall.
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cannot be drawn between the two types of methods, but
it should be highlighted that cell resolution allows us to
uncover the effect of the size ration between the RBC
and the vessel wall. These simulations should serve as an
example highlighting the differences between the two
methods when applied in a microvascular geometry.

The spatial wall shear stress gradient (WSSG) was
also calculated throughout each simulation and was
identified to follow the same trends as WSS. The
magnitude of WSSG in the feeding vessel of AR 2.8
was observed to change from 0.2 ± 0.2 Pa/mm at pulse
minimum to 0.8 ± 0.6 Pa/mm at pulse maximum.
WSSG magnitudes in the parental vessels also
increased as neck widths decreased. For example
WSSG in the draining vessel at pulse max increased
from 0.4 ± 0.3 Pa/mm in AR 1.7 to 0.5 ± 0.4 Pa/mm in
AR 2.8 to 0.6 ± 0.5 Pa/mm in AR 3.7.

WSSG was identified to increase from aneurysm
sac to the parental vessels, for both feeding and drain-
ing vessels. Given the highly local gradients this leads
to a very strong WSSG signal 0.5 Pa/mm as compared
to WSSG observed in-vitro 0.001 Pa/mm (Dolan et al.
2011). Such large gradients in WSS were observed to
cause endothelial cells to migrate toward the regions
of maximum shear stress (Ostrowski et al. 2014).

3.1.1. Wall shear stress contribution of the red
blood cells
The WSS and WSSG contribution by the individual
RBCs is calculated by taking the difference in WSS

patterns in a time window of 0.001 second.

scell ¼ jsiþ1�sij (3)

This time window allows the differences in the
WSS patterns on the vessel wall due to a passing cell
to be captured. The patterns induced by a RBC are
highlighted in Figure 5. In the left panel a single red
blood cell is passing through the narrow constriction
of the draining vessel of the original AR 2.8 geometry.
The right panel shows the WSS pattern induced by a
stiffened RBC, passing through the same constriction.
The magnitude of WSSG is shown in the bottom row
in Figure 5. Highlighted in this figure is the ability of
the healthy red blood cell to deform and ‘squeeze’
through the narrow constriction of the parental vessel.
The stiffened RBC however, cannot deform as easily
and passes through in a relatively undeformed state.
The stiffened RBCs, therefore, induce a larger WSS
pattern onto the vessel wall.

The WSS patterns induced by passing cells are a
highly local event. The RBC induced WSS signal is
estimated in two ways. First by computing the spatial-
temporal average of the WSS difference signal in the
feeding and draining vessels. The spatial-temporal
average allows for no distinction between single cell
or multiple cell passing events and used to estimate
the RBC WSS signal over a general vessel segment.
RBC induced WSS is reported in Table 4. The mean
RBC WSS in the AR 2.8 geometry is 0.5 ± 0.2 Pa feed-
ing vessel and 0.9 ± 0.2 Pa for healthy RBCs. Stiffened

Figure 5. WSS and WSSG patterns induced by passing RBCs. The RBC induced WSS patterns at a time point when a single for
healthy (left) and stiff (right) RBC passes through the draining vessel of the original AR 2.8 geometry.
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RBCs were computed to induce a larger mean WSS
signal with 0.7 ± 0.5 Pa in the feeding and 0.6 ± 0.5 Pa
and draining vessels. The distribution of spatial-tem-
poral RBC induced WSS values, for both parental ves-
sels is shown in the middle left panel of Figure 4.

A more localized estimation for the RBC WSS sig-
nal is computed from the maximum WSS difference
signal per cell passing event. The mean and standard
deviation of the spatial-temporal maximum RBC
induced WSS values is reported in Table 4 and the
distribution of the values is shown in the bottom left
panel of Figure 4. The maximum RBC WSS in the
AR 2.8 geometry is 0.95 ± 0.52 Pa feeding vessel and
0.9 ± 0.6 Pa for healthy RBCs. Stiffened RBCs were
computed to induce a markedly larger maximum
WSS signal with 1.8 ± 1.2 Pa in the feeding and
1.5 ± 1.2 Pa in the draining vessels. Videos of the WSS
patterns from the RBCs are included in the supple-
mentary material.

Though the average values over the lifetime of the
simulations are reported, some instances of WSS
induced by passing RBCs were recorded as high as
1.66 Pa in the feeding vessel and 1.33 Pa in the drain-
ing vessel for healthy RBCs. The stiffened RBCs
induced much higher WSS instances of 4.1 Pa in the
leading and 3.76 Pa in the draining vessel. These val-
ues are comparable to previous cell resolved studies
focusing on WSS patterns induced by single cell
events in micro-vessels (Balogh and Bagchi 2019;
Dabagh and Randles 2019).

The calculation of WSSG was carried out in the
same as WSS. RBC induced WSSG, both mean and
maximum, signals are reported in Table 5. The mean
RBC WSSG in the AR 2.8 geometry is 0.03 ± 0.05 Pa/
mm feeding vessel and 0.015 ± 0.03 Pa/mm for healthy
RBCs. Stiffened RBCs were computed to induce a
larger mean WSSG signal with 0.14 ± 0.12 Pa/mm in
the feeding and 0.12 ± 0.11 Pa/mm and draining ves-
sels. The maximum RBC WSSG in the AR 2.8 geom-
etry is 0.32 ± 0.21 Pa/mm feeding vessel and
0.14 ± 0.09 Pa/mm for healthy RBCs. Stiffened RBCs
were computed to induce a larger mean WSSG signal

with 0.65 ± 0.42 Pa/mm in the feeding and
0.39 ± 0.25 Pa/mm and draining vessels.

3.2. Cell volume fractions

3.2.1. Hematocrit
In order to quantify the difference in the spatial dis-
tribution of RBCs in healthy and stiffened cases, we
compared the local hematocrit levels. Hematocrit was
computed from each RBC Lagrangian surface point
(LSP) location, and averaged over the entire simula-
tion. Each RBC consists of 642 LSPs, subsequently
each LSP was counted as 1/642th of the total volume
of a RBC, which was 90 mm3. Average parental vessel
hematocrit was computed to be 3.7% tube hematocrit,
which was the initialized pre-inlet hematocrit. The
cross section of the hematocrit differences across the
pre-inlet is shown in Figure 6. Hematocrit differences
are computed as the percent difference between local
hematocrit values of healthy RBCs and stiffened
RBCs. For each location in the aneurysm domain the
hematocrit difference was calculated, i.e.

Hdiff ¼
Hhealthy�Hstiff

HHealthy
� 100 (4)

Highlighted in Figure 6, is the difference in RBC
cross sectional location in the pre-inlet. Locations
where there were predominantly more healthy RBCs
are shown in maroon and locations with more stiff
RBCs are shown in pale blue. Here stiffened RBCs
populate, on average, closer to the vessel wall com-
pared to the healthy RBCs. This can be attributed to
the fact that the stiffened cell experiences a lessened
wall induced lift force when compared to the deform-
able healthy RBC. Since the stiffened RBC deforms
less, therefore it has a lower reduced volume com-
pared to the deformed RBC. A larger reduced volume
has been found to influence the strength of the wall
induced lift force on the RBC (Abkarian et al. 2002).
The healthy RBC will also tank tread, which will fur-
ther promote the lift force compared to a tumbling
stiffened RBC (Olla 1997; Cantat and Misbah 1999;
Abkarian et al. 2002). Pulsatility does not disrupt this

Table 4. Wall shear stress contribution of RBCs.
Feeding vessel Draining vessel

Geometry Mean Max Mean Max
WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa) WSS (Pa)

Healthy
AR 1.7 0.08 ± 0.05 0.50 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.08 0.4 ± 0.2
AR 2.8 0.5 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.5
AR 3.7 0.5 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.6
Stiffened
AR 2.8 0.7 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 1.2

Table 5. Wall shear stress gradient contribution of RBCs.
Feeding vessel Draining vessel

Mean Max Mean Max
Geometry WSSG (Pa/mm) WSSG (Pa/mm) WSSG (Pa/mm) WSSG (Pa/mm)

Healthy
AR 1.7 0.001 ± 0.003 0.02 ± 0.02 0.009 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.08
AR 2.8 0.03 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.21 0.015 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.09
AR 3.7 0.03 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.22 0.024 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.18
Stiffened
AR 2.8 0.14 ± 0.12 0.65 ±.42 0.12 ± 0.11 0.39 ± 0.25
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effect, as the dominance of healthy RBCs in the vessel
center is observed in both steady flow (left panel of
Figure 6) and pulsatile flow (right panel of 6).

Side-view projections of hematocrit in each of the
geometries are shown in Figure 7. Each column corre-
sponds to a different geometry, the first two rows
depict Hematocrit for healthy RBCs and stiff RBCs
respectively, and the third row depicts positive and
negative differences between healthy/stiff hematocrits.
We observe over the entire simulation that cells do
no significantly enter the aneurysm sac. This is con-
sistent of both healthy and stiff RBC types and neck
widths. Pulsatility has no significant effect on the
penetration depth of both RBCs and platelets into the
sac. Lower AR appears to increase the depth to which
RBCs and platelets penetrate the sac, which is espe-
cially visible for AR 1.7. This is can be attributed to a
deeper penetration of the major streamlines from the
parental vessel into the sac, in the AR 1.7 aneurysm.
However, a velocity gradient still exists here, provid-
ing sufficient lift force to limit the penetration depth
of the cells, lifting them out of the aneurysmal sac
and into the draining vessel.

Stiffened RBCs are found to penetrate deeper
into the aneurysm sac, shown in the bottom row of
Figure 7. As stiffened RBCs enter the aneurysm, they
are preferentially closer to the vessel wall, as observe
in the pre-inlet, which will allow them to populate
the slower streamlines and enter deeper into the
aneurysm. They experience decreased lift out of the
sac and into the draining vessel, further contributing
to the deeper penetration.

3.2.2. Platelet volume fractions
Like the RBCs, platelets do not significantly penetrate
the aneurysmal sac. They do however penetrate
slightly more, because they are marginated in the

parental vessel before entering the aneurysm. Since
they are preferentially located closer to the vessel wall
leading to the aneurysm, and therefore are more
probable to enter deeper into the sac. This has previ-
ously been observed in 2D simulations of simple side-
wall saccular/sacciform aneurysms (Czaja et al. 2018).
The heatmaps show the difference of platelet volume
fractions in stiffened and healthy RBC simulations,
shown in Figure 8.

In the stiffened RBC case, platelet margination is
decreased. Stiffened RBCs populate closer to the vessel
wall, which decreases the red blood cell free layer and
decreases the amount of platelets that are trapped in
the CFL. Due to the low numbers and smaller size of
the platelets, the resulting volume fraction heat maps
exhibit a ‘spottier’ signal when compared to the RBC
heatmaps. In order to alleviate this problem, higher
temporal cell output is needed, to produce a smoother
heatmap signal.

4. Summary

In this study we quantify the WSS patterns induced
on a vessel wall of a segmented retinal microaneur-
ysm through cell resolved blood flow simulations over
a full second of pulsatile flow. We compute in the ori-
ginal segmented MA geometry that WSS in the feed-
ing vessel has spatial-temporal average of 2.2 ± 1.7 Pa
and in the draining vessel of 1.3 ± 1.1 Pa, with a sig-
nificant drop in the aneurysm sac ð6:368:0Þ � 10�4

Pa. The feeding vessel experiences higher WSS
because it is narrower than the draining vessel. The
computed spatial-temporal WSS means are in agree-
ment with predictions made from in-vivo (Koutsiaris
et al. 2007, 2013), in-vitro (DePaola et al. 1992; Tardy
et al. 1997) and in-silico studies (Balogh and Bagchi
2019; Dabagh and Randles 2019; Hogan et al. 2019).

Figure 6. Healthy-stiff hematocrit differences cross sections in the pre-inlet. Hematocrit differences between stiffened and healthy
RBCs in the cross-section of the pre-inlet domain. Steady state is shown in the left panel and pulsatile flow is shown in the right
panel, values were averaged over the entire simulation (1 second).
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WSS in vessel diameters with similar sizes as the par-
ental vessel considered in this study range have been
estimated in-vivo to be between 0.5–3.0 Pa (Koutsiaris
et al. 2007), and in-silico to be between 0.8–4.0 Pa
(Balogh and Bagchi 2019). A significant finding from

this research is that pulsatility increases WSS in the
parental vessels of the segmented microaneurysm
from 0.9 ± 0.5 Pa at pulse minimum to 3.9 ± 2.2 Pa at
pulse maximum. Pulsatile flow induces an approxi-
mate 3 Pa WSS signal change in the feeding and

Figure 7. Time averaged side-view hematocrit heatmaps. The average volume fraction along the z-axis, i.e. the hematocrit, in red
for healthy RBCs and in blue for stiff RBCs, vessel geometry is shown in gray. The third row shows the differences between the
hematocrits from healthy/stiff simulations in maroon and pale blue. Each column corresponds to one of the three differ-
ent geometries.

Figure 8. Average difference in platelet volume fractions. Shown here are the average difference in the platelet volume fractions
in a healthy RBC simulation (orange) and a stiff RBC simulation (purple), projected onto the side-view of the aneurysm. Here,
platelet volume fraction Cplt is reported as the fraction of the local radial platelet volume fraction C�plt to the mean vessel platelet
volume fraction Cplt : The percent difference is then ðCplthealthy�CplthealthyÞ=ðCplthealthyÞ � 100:
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draining vessels over an entire pulse. Non-invasive
techniques have estimated WSS in the retina to be
5.4 Pa in the arterioles and 2.4 Pa in the venules
(Nagaoka and Yoshida 2006), but relies on the
assumption of a non-Newtonian continuous fluid
solver to estimate the WSS from the measured vel-
ocity data. Additionally plasma-only simulations were
carried out to highlight the difference when comput-
ing WSS with a continuous method in comparison to
a cell based method. We show that the computed
WSS is markedly higher in cell based simulations
compared to continuous simulations. This highlights
the importance of performing cellular resolved blood
flow simulations at the microvascular scale.

Vascular endothelial growth factor is a protein that
has been connected with diabetic retinopathy
(Caldwell et al. 2003), specifically by inducing vessel
permeability (Mathews et al. 1997) and the formation
of new blood vessels (Aiello et al. 1995b; Hoeben
et al. 2004). Elevated levels of VEGF have been meas-
ured in patients with proliferative DR (Adamis et al.
1994), and the expression of VEGF by the endothelial
cells is stimulated by hemodynamic shear stresses on
the vessel wall (Ballermann et al. 1998; Shay-Salit
et al. 2002; Dela Paz et al. 2012). In-vitro work found
that endothelial cells exposed to increased WSS
(7.5 Pa) induced modifying gene expression and
enhanced VEGF expression (White et al. 2011).
Additionally the presence of spatial gradients in WSS
have been identified in-vitro to influence endothelial
cell proliferation and migration (DePaola et al. 1992;
Tardy et al. 1997).

WSSG was identified in this study to increase from
aneurysm sac to the parental vessels, for both feeding
and draining vessels. Given the highly local computed
WSSG, it is very strong (0.5 Pa/mm) when compared
to typical WSSG observed with in-vitro experiments
(0.001 Pa/mm) (Dolan et al. 2011; Ostrowski et al.
2014). It should be noted that the WSSG patterns
computed in this study are over the spatial scale of 10
to 30 mm, which are highly local compared to contem-
porary in-vitro studies. Highly localized WSSG over
individual endothelial cells however has been sug-
gested to transduce intra-cellular biochemical
responses (Thi et al. 2004) that are important in
endothelial cell shape, change, and alignment (Davies
et al. 1995). Such large gradients in WSS were
observed to cause endothelial cells to first proliferate
in regions of high WSSG then migrate away
(Ostrowski et al. 2014). In the context this study this
would suggest that the WSSG magnitude increase
toward the parental vessels from the aneurysm sac

would promote endothelial cell migration to the
aneurysmal sac. Tracking the growth of an aneurysm
over time, and subsequent cell resolved simulations
carried out in different temporal morphologies of the
same vessel can shed light on the evolution of aneur-
ysm formation and the role that WSS and
WSSG play.

The WSS from passing RBCs was also estimated in
this study. RBCs on average were found to contribute
0.5 ± 0.2 Pa over the entire feeding vessel and
0.5 ± 0.2 Pa in draining vessel of the original MA.
However RBCs can induce much higher local WSS as
they pass through the vessel, which on average was
computed to be 0.9 ± 0.5 Pa in the feeding vessel and
0.7 ± 0.5 Pa in the draining vessel. Balogh & Bagchi
(Balogh and Bagchi 2019) identify that blood flow
simulations including suspended RBCs in capillary
networks significantly increased the computed WSS as
compared to simulation without suspended RBCs. In
this study the discharge hematocrit is 7% which is
lower than the average physiological value of 10%
(Klitzman and Duling 1979). This difference we
anticipate can lead to a decrease in the computed
WSS and WSSG signals in this study with respect to
expected physiological values. In this study cell
induced WSS and WSSG signals contribute to
approximately 25% of the total WSS and WSSG sig-
nals over a full pulse wave. We anticipate that the
magnitude of the cell induced WSS and WSSG will
increase with increasing hematocrit because there will
more cell passing through the vessels per time.

Reactive oxygen species in diabetic patients has
been found to increase the rigidity of the RBC mem-
brane (Agrawal et al. 2016; Chang et al. 2017), which
was incorporated in this study by increasing the RBC

surface elastic modulus to 378.32 lN
m : The increase of

cell stiffness increased the spatial-temporal RBC
induced WSS to 0.7 ± 0.5 Pa over the entire feeding
vessel and 0.6 ± 0.5 Pa in draining vessel of the ori-
ginal MA. More locally stiffened RBCs were com-
puted to produce higher maximum WSS as they pass
through the vessel, which on average was computed
to be 1.8 ± 1.2 Pa in the feeding vessel and 1.5 ± 1.2 Pa
in the draining vessel. Though the results are focused
on a time averaged WSS, occurrences of induced
WSS from passing RBCs as high as 1.66 Pa in the
healthy case and marked increase to 4.1 Pa in the
stiffened case was observed. These maximum WSS
signals depend on the number and orientation of cells
traveling through the vessels. This increase in induced
WSS as a result of increased cell stiffness has also
been suggested through cell resolved simulations of
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cancer cells passing through idealized geometries
(Dabagh and Randles 2019).

Both RBCs and platelets do not significantly pene-
trate the aneurysmal sac for any of the variations of
the neck widths, and is not significantly influenced by
pulsatile flow. Larger aneurysm neck diameter (lower
AR) increases the depth to which cells penetrate the
aneurysm, which is highlighted by increased penetra-
tion of the blood plasma velocity streamlines into the
aneurysmal sac for lower AR. These findings suggest
an increase of intra-aneurysmal flow as neck width
increases. A factor 100 mean drop in WSS was
observed from the parental vessels to the aneurysmal
sac, and such WSS mean drop increased as neck
width decreased, which has been associated with an
increased probability of forming a blood clot
(Bernabeu et al. 2018). As WSS decreases in the
aneurysm sac when neck width decreases cell penetra-
tion also decreases. Though it is not observed in this
study the cell penetration findings can suggest that
cells are more likely to be trapped in the sac as neck
width decreases, therefore creating a more thrombo-
genic environment. Increasing amount of trapped
cells with decreasing neck widths has been previously
observed in 2D simulations of sidewall aneurysms
(Czaja et al. 2018).

Stiffened RBCs undergo a reduction in deformabil-
ity-dependent wall lift force (Olla 1997; Abkarian
et al. 2002), which was observed as a decrease in the
size of the cell-free layer in the parental vessel. This
causes the stiffened RBCs to be on average closer to
the vessel wall as they enter the aneurysmal sac more,
as compared with healthy RBCs, allowing them to
penetrate further into the sac. The deeper penetration
of the stiffened RBCs is also promoted as they experi-
ence decreased lift out of the sac and into the drain-
ing vessel, compared to the healthy RBCs. The
penetration of RBCs in to the body of microaneur-
ysms thus appears to be a function of both inflow
structure/shape, cell rigidity, and likely vessel perme-
ability. Understanding how these factors interrelate
may potentially explain, for example, why some
microaneurysms are visible on Optical Coherence
Tomography Angiography while others are not.
Platelet margination is also effected by the presence
of stiffened RBCs in flow, since the stiffened RBCs
reduce the cell free layer, therefore reducing the prob-
ability of a platelet becoming trapped in the cell free
layer. This decrease of platelet concentration at the
wall, leads to a decreased penetration of platelets into
the aneurysmal sac, when RBCs are stiffened. Platelet
margination has been shown to depend on cell size

and shape (Fedosov et al. 2012), as well as deform-
ability of the RBCs (Zhao and Shaqfeh 2011), which
also crucially depends on hematocrit. A decrease in
platelet margination has been observed in systems
with increasing amounts of stiffened RBCs present in
flow (Czaja et al. 2020).

Initializing the domain cell volume fractions is a lim-
iting factor in this study. Reaching an equilibrium
aneurysmal sac hematocrit has been estimated to require
>25 seconds of simulation (Czaja et al. 2018) in a larger
cerebral aneurysm like domain. Though this may
require shorter timescales for smaller aneurysms like
MAs, we estimate that equilibrium hematocrit will likely
occur after many physical seconds, which is above the
reasonable timescales currently simulated by 3D cell
resolved blood flow solvers. Uniformly initializing the
entire domain is also problematic, as the assumed cell
distributions can impact the final computed hematocrit
profiles. Future work of this kind can investigate the
flow and transport of blood cells into a MA when the
domain is initialized filled with cells.

Differences in parental vessel diameters in this
study were not considered as the computational over-
head significantly limited a parametric study of vessel
morphology. As observational techniques improve
this may open up morphological cell resolved studies
as smaller aneurysms could be reliably segmented,
and therefore less expensive to simulate. Future work
could also incorporate the increased vessel permeabil-
ity that is characteristic of diabetic retinopathy
(Mathews et al. 1997; Ciulla et al. 2003). Since flow in
MA is substantially slower flow (Reynolds numbers <
0.1), compared to larger aneurysms in the body, it is
unlikely that secondary intra-aneurysmal flow can
develop as it does in the larger, faster flow, that exists
in cerebral aneurysms (Cebral et al. 2004). Including
vessel boundary conditions that model vessel perme-
ability may lead to incite on the sensitivity of the flow
environment, and could therefore promote transport
of blood cells into sidewall sacciform MAs such as the
geometry considered in this study.
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